
KSB 3R and 4R 
Compact
Two compact rotary stretch blow 
moulders
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Kosme rotary machines for the low output range

With the KSB Compact series, Kosme is now also supplying two 
rotary stretch blow moulders for the low output range: KSB 3R 
Compact and 4R Compact. True to the motto “less is more”, with 
this series Kosme is impressively proving how it is possible to save 
on materials, space and media while still increasing output.

At a glance

− Two different machine sizes: 

▪ Three moulds: KSB 3R Compact

▪ Four moulds: KSB 4R Compact

− Maximum output: 8,800 containers per hour

− Manufacture of round, oval and square PET containers
for non-carbonated water and carbonated soft drinks

− Available as a single system or in a block with a filler and 
labeller
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The components

1. Infeed
2. Linear heater
3. Roller sorter
4. Heating modules
5. Transfer starwheel
6. Blowing wheel
7. Blowing stations
8. Air conveyor
9. Filler (blocked)
10. Touch-screen

A. Control cabinet
B. Water panel 
C. Pneumatic panel
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The layout in detail

Robust platform with efficient servo drive technology

− Torsion-resistant platform construction

− Control using a combination of servo motors and belt drive

− Real-time synchronisation

High-performance blowing stations with electromagnetic 
stretching system 

− Improved, highly flexible mould hanger

− Integrated quick-change system for moulds

− Highly flexible stretching system without consumption of 
compressed air
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Change-over: Easier and faster

* Optional

Mould shell quick change-over
For switching between sizes with ease 

Mould quick change-over* 
For changing shell-type moulds including bases in under a 
minute

Handling part quick change-over* 
For quickly changing the preform grippers, protective plate 
and transfer grippers as part of a neck change-over

➢ This range of different quick-change systems allows the 
system to be changed over to new formats in the shortest 
time. 
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Blowing process: Optimum quality results with just the minimum air consumption 

Valve block

Reduces the dead-space volume to a minimum of approximately 
125 millilitres

Air Wizard Plus
System with intermediate-pressure stages of up to 35 percent of 
the compressed air, for internal reuse

Stretching system

− Electromagnetic stretching system without compressed-air 
consumption during the blowing process

− Flexible adjustment of the stretching speed

− Automatic calibration of the stretching distance

➢ Up to a third less air consumption (compared to a linear 
machine with Air Wizard)  
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Technical details

Kosme 
machine/type

Number 
of 

moulds

Pitch Diameter inside 
the bottle neck

Container size (in litres)
Total machine output
Speed per mould

0.15 0.30 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.8

KSB 3R Compact 3 48 mm up to 38 mm
6,600 6,600 6,600 6,600 6,000 5,400 4,800 4,200 3,900

2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,000 1,800 1,600 1,400 1,300

KSB 4R Compact 4 48 mm up to 38 mm
8,800 8,800 8,800 8,800 8,000 7,200 6,400 5,600 5,200

2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,000 1,800 1,600 1,400 1,300
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Comparison of the two footprints

~ 6 x 10 m = 60 m² ~ 5 x 7 m = 35 m²
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Drive and control concept

Servo drive
− Heating module
− Blowing module

Conveyor belts
− Infeed via starwheel
− Discharge via starwheel

Basic control 
KSB 3-4RC
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Benefits to you

Powerful performance, economic with space

With a speed of 2,200 containers per hour, both systems in the 
Compact series can produce up to 30 percent more PET bottles.*

Low compressed-air consumption 

Thanks to the integrated Air Wizard Plus compressed-air recovery 
system, all of the new generation of Kosme rotary machines 
consume a relatively low amount of compressed air. Thus the 
energy consumption can be reduced by up to 30 percent.

High energy efficiency

The infrared linear oven, which impresses with flexible heating-
zone adjustment and a small heating chamber with individual 
adjustment options, scores points in energy efficiency. This 
reduces the amount of energy required by up to 10 percent.*

Quick to convert

The KSB 3R and 4R Compact machines process round, oval and 
square containers in sizes between 0.15 and 3.8 litres. The system 
can be easily converted to handle new bottle formats thanks to the 
mould quick-change system.

* Compared to a linear machine of the same size



Sharing one passion.


